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TEAM INFORMATION

Team Name/Project Title: Project [un]Contained

Department: Multidisciplinary

Faculty Advisor: Dr. Peter Jenkins

Team Members: Nicholas (Nic) Chandler, Jason Bergfalk, Austin Zerr, Gage Brumley, Brad Dyksterhouse, Riley Hamlin, Corey McLaughlin, Jon Farmer, Thomas Satkowski, Nicholas Powers

PROJECT INFORMATION

Description:

Project [un]Contained is designing and developing a multi-purpose, self-sustaining shipping container structure to be used for developing world infrastructure.

Abstract:

Project [un]Contained embodies the achievable idea that harsh environments should not result in harsh living conditions. This effort is led by University of Colorado, Denver undergraduate students to design and build deployable, lasting infrastructure that can empower those in the developing world. By combining the expertise of engineering, architecture, and business undergrads, we have developed the B[un]ker: a completely self-sustaining shipping container structure providing safe haven against earthquakes and hurricanes, reliable solar energy, water collection and purification, and critical sanitary conditions. Learn more at projectuncontained.com!